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Amherst Trustees
Confront Students

A special committee of the
Trustees of Amherst College visited the school last week to discuss and analyze problems with
students. Both the Trustee Instruction Committee and TrusteePresident Calvin Plimpton faced
an open meeting attended by 150
students, and answered questions
concerning the college's financial,
recruiting, and drug dilemmas.
The Trustees, commented the
Amherst STUDENT, spent three
days on campus in_an effort to
aquaint themselves with the atmosphere and attitudes of the college.
At the open meeting, the Am
herst Chapter of SDS asked the
Trustees to consider withdrawal
of the college's investment in the
Dow Chemical Company, the manufacturer of napalm employed in
the Vietnamese conflict. The SDS
petition further demanded a r e evaluation of the college's investment structure. Trustee Francis
Plimpton replied, "These are difficult questions. "
The Trustees responded
to
questions concerning military and
industrial recruiters with the
belief that the campus should be
open to all such representatives.
One Amherst student, referring
to the New York TIMES report on
the marijuana problem at Amherst, questioned Plimpton on his
reaction to the drug situation.

;

Plimpton felt that because marijuana is illegal, the college is forced to "recognize that fact."
When a senior pointed to the
twelve fraternity houses serving
alchohol to minors contrary to
state law, Trustee David Truman
said, "I think they shouldn't."
Trustee Walter Gellhorn said,
"I didn't even know this was happening."
President Plimpton said, "We
support the law but we don't have
to enforce it.'
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Presidents Open
Houses to Frosh

H. Graham McDonald
(Rose Photo)

With nine houses represented,
the Council of Fraternity Presidents
voted unanimous agreement of a proposal allowing individual fraternity members to invite freshmen to the houses on
Sunday afternoons. Acting chairman of the Council, Howard G.
MaeDonald '69, who initiated the
measure, stressed that admittance would be on an invitational
basis.
As part of the "gentleman's

- Tuition, Budget Difficulties Spark
Protests at I/, of H., Georgetown
A budget dispute between the
administration and student council
at the University of Hartford indirectly concerned with a tuition
raise, and a increase at Georgetown UniversityinWashingtonD.C.
have activated involved undergraduate protest at both institutions.
The Student Faculty Association
at the University of Hartford objected to a cut-back in its budget
allotments,
charging that the
scheduled tuition increase a,t the
university and the rapidly rising
enrollment should have brought an
increase. After two all-College
meetings and a 300-student de-

Ford Challenge Fulfilled;
Additional Million Needed
Amassing gifts totalling over
$6.6 million, the College has qualified for the $2.2 million Ford
Challenge Grant dividend. Trustee
Harry S. Beers, challenge campaign chairman, hoped that the
College might collect anadditional
million to offset the inflation which
prompted the recent and "burdensome" $230 tuition increase.
Beers explained that a number
of contributions were not directed
to the College's five primary
objectives. Though these contributions still accrue the 33% Ford
dividend, Beers emphasized that
the goal of one extra million would
facilitate the prompt fulfillment
of the original goals.
The funds that the College would

normally spend in those other
areas,
however, can now be
poured into the five-goal system.
The five areas which the College felt most vital were the construction of the Life Sciences Center, the Ferris Athletic Center,
and increase of the Faculty Salary, Student Aid, and Watkinson
Library Endowments.
Examples of contributions outside the five areas were the
donation of $440,000 for Library
renovation and expansion from the
Old Dominion Foundation, contributions to the Book Fund, and
moneys from the Illinois Scholarship Fund, which is spent and
not added to the scholarship endowment.

monstration, the SFA is considering its next move.
At Georgetown, students reacted
to their increase in the same way
as students at the College. Accepting the raise as necessary,
the protestors concentrated instead on denouncing the method by
which it was announced.
The University of Hartford situation mushroomed into a crisis
when the SFA broke diplomatic ties
with the Administration. The a s sociation felt that together with the
tuition increase it should have r e ceived a budget increase, yet the
administration supplied only half
the amount the association considered vital.
On February 22, students at an
all-College meeting resolved to allow the university one week to
weigh the issue. The following
Wednesday, the SFA synthesized a
formal proposal, demanding that
it be granted "budgetary autonomy"
and a $12 allotment per student
per semester. The proposal also
included a call for inspection of
medical facilities by a qualified
expert, and a raise of all faculty
salaries to at least the 'B' level
of the American Association of
University
Professors
salary
scale. A concurrent ultimatum
asked for a fulfillment of these
requests by the following afternoon.
The SFA was not satisfied
with the administration's reply,
according to U.H. CHALLENGE
Assistant Editor Peter Cunningham, the-association viewing it as
a token gesture geared to appease

them.
After a second all-College meeting, a demonstration of 300 students protested against the administration's attitudes, and Chancellor of the University Archibald Woodruff elaborated on the
administration's reply to the stur
dent demands. The SFA is now
reconsidering the administration's
offers and its own future procedures.
When a tuition increase for nine
of
Georgetown
University's
schools was announced, the move
met with what the university's
newspaper termed "expected protest." Instead of a wide-scale tuition announcement, the Reverend
Thomas R. Fitzgerald, academic
vice president, sent office memorandums to the university's aca-.,
demic deans with instructions to
post the memo two days later.
The only explanation the memo
carried was that the Increase was
equivalent to the rise in educational costs initiated by the current inflationary trend.
After several protests, Fitzgerald apologized for the announcement's method. He claimed that he
was not aware that the university's newspaper would be published the next day, because of its
financial difficulties, and blamed
a busy schedule for cutting into
his time, during- which he might
have clarified the issue. "If there
was any fault in this," he remarked, "the fault was mine, not the
administration's, or the university's, and I apologize."

agreement" under which the council operates, the representative of
each house pledged to avoid organized rush parties leading to
excessive expenditures. As suggested by Theta Xi representative, John Vail '68, all expenses
involved will be absorbed by individual members and the houses
The measure was enacted at the
termination of a long discussion
regarding the creation of an enforcement body, empowered to
punish any house abusing the privilege. Saint Anthony Hall representative Carl Frldy '69 suggested
that the creation of such a body
contradicted the basic concept of
"the gentlemen's agreement. He a s serted that each house need only
agree not to take any action that
would give it unfair advantage over
other houses of more limited financial or physical facilities.
The principal objection to the
proposal had... been that some of
the houses could afford to extend
invitations for weekday meals and
parties. The measure was passed
only after each representative
agreed that the invitations would
be limited to Sunday afternoon
when no meals are served.
— Additionally, the organization
began consideration of a written
version of its agreement.

RPI-Trinky
Engineering
Program Set
Dean of the College, Harold L.
Dorwart and Warren C. Stoker
dean of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's Graduate Center in Hartford announced cooperative plans
for a five-year professional degree
program in engineering.
The new program, according to
Edwin R. Nye, Chairman of Engineering, will lead to a Master of
Engineering
degree.
Present
plans, he explained, call for the
first three years of work at the
College, after which the student
will pursue specialized professional study at both the College
and RPI Hartford Center. "We feel
(Continued on Page 6)

6000 March, Rally for Viet Nam Peace
Urging the crowd, which was
Following a one and one half
hour march through the streets composed mostly of students, not
of New Haven a crowd of over to lose faith in American de6000 peace demonstrators heard mocracy, the speakers contended
y
ale Chaplain William Sloane Cof- each marcher was just as responfin, Author-playwright Arthur Mil- sible as the supporters of Johnson
ler, and Assistant Professor of administration policy for the atroEnglish Stephen Minot implore cities being committed against the
them to continue taking full ad- nation' of Viet Nam and the needvantage of existing political means less deaths of American serviceto stop the war in Viet Nam. men. To drop out of the system,
The Saturday afternoon rally was they held, would be to shirk that
attended by over 120 students from responsibility.
The large turnout at the rally,
the College.
Throughout the march and during more than twice the number prethe rally on the New Haven Green, • dieted by the sponsoring organizathe peace supporters were heckled tions, demonstrated that more and
b
y a group of some 200 counter- more Americans were beginning
demonstrators, including an or- to face up to their responsibility
ganization known as the "Coman- for their nation's actions, accheros." Brandishing an attractive cording to the speakers. The preassortment
of black leather sidential commitment of Eugene
jackets, facial scars, and jelly- McCarthy was cited as the prime
roll haircuts, the "Comancheros" example of the growing commitvoiced their vigorous, if inarticu- ment among Americans to act
late, objections to peace and shout- through the democratic system to
ed obscenities at the marchers. stop the war.
A
t one point they interrupted the
Coffin and Miller urged students
march and ripped the Trinity Col- to begin working actively for the
iege SDS banner from the hands McCarthy campaign. They cited the
°J Ws carriers.
efforts of students from Yale,

Wesleyan, and Connecticut College
for that campaign in New Hampshire during the past three weeks.
Miller had the day before been
elected representative to the State
Democratic Convention. As a
resident of Roxbury he was a member of the first all-McCarthy slate
to be elected to such a convention
in the country. An additional allMcCarthy slate was elected In
Glastonbury two weeks ago. The
success of such efforts, the
speakers claimed, proves that It is
possible to effectively oppose the
war by political means.
Organizing the College contingent at the rally were Bruce E.
Johnson '68 and Kevin B. Anderson '70, co-chairmen of the SDS
Committee for Peace in Viet Nam.
Karl Klate, president of the
Yale SDS addressed the group
urging them to look into the complicity of universities in the Viet
Nam war. He pointed to the large
defense and government r e search projects currently being
handled by Yale and other colleges.

Stephen Minbt
(Taggart Photo)
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LaNoue-Pappas Exhibit;
Multiplicity in Art

The Magnitude: Marat/Sade
by Carl Luty

by J. Patterson Sims

End of Gush. •
Wordsworth's aphorism - "We slow's sensitive portrayal. Billy
murder to dissect" - is no longer Unger's performance assured the
Billy Bartman gave himself the
fashionable. It has no place in fact that many' of Jacques Roux's
the groves of academe nor in the punches landed in the groin. "When director's "task worth failingat."
garden where publishers plant will you learn to see/When will He didn't fail. From the start
their weeds between the accidental you learn to take sides." Not Bartman was told to "Forget It,"
flowers. It represents the anti- enough praise can be given to the was reminded of the numerous
thesis of the modern sentiment. four troubadours - Len Mozzi, college productions that hadn't
An event, then, which forces us to Malcolm Hayward, Steven Horen- made it, was informed that many
return to that concept, which moves stein, and Diane Jones. They were professional companies feared the
us to reject the consensus of the delightful and showed a profession- play - that it was referred to as
literati, which makes us check our alism unique in college drama. "the monster." No student director
propensity toward the analytic, is Dick Cody's tragic-comic Herald could handle the task. Bartman was
a rare one. Billy Bartman's pro- was a superb creation and served crazy.
duction of MARAT/SADE was such as a unifying element in the play.
Trinity could use a few more
an event.
And the inmates? Unfortunately crazy people. Billy Bartman pulCertainly the idea here is not they all cannot be listed. Each led himself up by his own hair,
that the production will crumble deserves separate mention. Let a turned himself inside out, and we
the stern critical gaze. On cliche suffice: a chain is only as all saw the whole world with fresh
One can not help but like Mitch under
eyes.
the
contrary,
it is the critical strong...
Pappas' art. The seductiveness powers that crumble.
Bartman's
play will stand up brilliantly under
the most severe analysis. But
the fact is that one is unable to
perform the dissection, is overwhelmed by the magnitude, by the
sheer size, of the achievement.
And only a gush of superlatives
by Warren Kalbacker
seems appropriate.
What could French filmmaker also employed to startling effect Individual performane es in sev- Claude Lelouch do after "A Man a boxing match becomes a dazzeral cases approached the flaw- and A Woman?" One possibility - ling, almost abstract, montage,
less. Chris Lees, as Marat, bril- he could make a carbon copy and
The whole film is enhanced by an
liantly captured the pathos, the call it "Live for Life."
impeccable
sense of color and elefrustration, and the inevitable
pagance.
Lelouch
floods his sets with
1
Now
playing
at
the
Rivoli
Thearanoia of (in Jacques Roux swords)
this film leaves the distinct "atmosphere" - often vaporous,
"the man who is different." In- tre,
that Lelouch conjured sometimes achieved by a subtle
fused into his lines, was a con- impression
a screenplay merely as an change in focus. The camera moves
temporaneity that struck home up
to display his considerable from scene to scene' 'With easy
time after time. Lees must share excuse
rythym. Perhaps Lelouch feels a
cinematic
talent.
with Hugh Elder the credit for the
need to improve upon reality by
The
story,
or
rather,
lack
of
it,
(Belida Photo) dynamic balance achieved between
of, his photography. If this
Pakko - Palli . Pallus, 1968
Marat and Sade. Juxtaposed to the concerns a middle-aged television means
the case, then he has sucfrenzy of the inmates and the in- reporter (Yves Montand) whose is
admirably. Even the mas"My sculpture is about sculpture; it only relates to itself.'
ternal convulsions of Marat, specialty is filming "action" do- ceeded
cumentaries
in Vietnam, the sacre of an American platoon in
Elder's
superb
control
the
po-Terry La Noue.
Vietnam displays an eerie, hauntlished gesture, the liquid voice - Congo, etc. Whenever her husband ing
quality.
is
away,
Annie
Girardot
is
plagued
the huge body of. the art of to- that characterizes his water- created a tension that was sus- • by. doubts. Suffice it to say that
The
dialogue, in French with Enday, and space and time limit one colors
of the Aegean Is- tained throughout the peryoung American model (Candice glish subtitles, has been kept to
from anything but a carefully cal- lands is the quality that removes formance. Similarly, Dick Hoff- aBergen)
the "other woman." a minimum. The facial expressions
culated literary effort, to Inspire him so far from the art of La man, convincing as1the sexual mon- Simple? is
Yes
- and presented in of the characters, revealing! y
omaniac
Duperret,
complemented
readers to see this visually ex- Noue; we are dealing with an iman outlandishly sentimental man- photographed, express most of the
citing show.
agery that we can readily respond the passive somnambulist Corday. ner.
meager plot, Yves Montand is alto. Pappas pursues our immediate
However, plot and characters ternately bored and passionate,
response
by
his
facile
control
over
In the cool, slick, fresh as
disappear in a deluge of stun- and constantly eating or smoking.
sundry media he works in.
1968, shaped plexiglass and cut- the
ning photography. Lelouch again Miss Girardot typifies the "lonely
He
deals
not
in
ideas
but
actualiout metal forms of La Noue, one ties. Yet, like the clean quaintemploys the techniques which made woman" after the style of Anouk
sees art that has New York as its ness of his "Urban Renewal", one
"A Man and A Woman" such an Aimee, Finally there is the senorigin, artists like the colorist of the most effective paintings in
sual, radiant, yet unconvincing
exciting visual experience.
Kenneth Nolan, the old master of the collection, he presents us with
The titles, which juxtapose black Candice Bergen. Of course, anothe pop image Oldenburg, and David . the sort of chastened actualities
and white with color sequences, ther romantic score has been
Smith, the successful British that we like to hang in our living The hush that fell over the aud- betray the quality of things to created by Francis Lai, who also
ience each time Charlotte spoke come. This quality remains con- did the music for "A Man and A
of the shaped rooms.
practitioner
stands as a tribute to Susan Win- sistently high. For example, Le- Woman."
louch has mounted his camera on
Despite its visual brilliance.
trucks and aircraft to achieve "Live for Life" is fatally handspectacular action shots. One such icapped by gross sentimentality.
sequence - an African safari - It leaves one with the hope that
9
conveys real excitement as we Director LeLouch will eventually
watch the chase and capture of wild find material commensurate with
animals. The hand-held camera is his artistic ability.
believable one, for the Biblical through the temple. of the corrupt
by Steve Cherniak
His crucifixion scene
episode. The stark black-white priests.
photography complements the stands out as the most gruesome
Spring Vacation Suggestions. .v
realistic setting. All the char- filmed, as hammer blow and tor, "The Gospel According to Saint acters wear plain peasant robes. tured cry follow each other with
Matthew," Pier Pasolini's loving For his script, Pasolini has r e - all too brutal precision and clarity.
Chosen by Henry Miller and Reflecting Distinctive
tribute to the late Pope John XXIII, lied entirely on the Book of
All the lavish spectacle, unbeCorrect Taste Usually Unavailable Elsewhere,
accomplishes, in its sensitive •Matthew, taking his dialogue ex- lievable characters, and other
and artistic simplicity, what the actly as it is written.
Hollywood goodies which tend to inmulti-million dollar Hollywood
ject self-righteousness and superFinally, there is the tone which ficial awe into conventional moviespectacular has consistently fail* SWIM TRUNKS
ed at for decades—namely, pro- Pasolini has set within his movie. land excursions into BiblicalFrom
the
appearance
of
the
hagducing a movie about the ' Bible
Cinema, are missing from "The
.* BERMUDA SHORTS
and reverentially imbuing that gard angel warning Joseph to flee, Gospel According- to St. Matthew."
movie with the spirit of the to Jesus' baptism by John the And pleasingly so. For Pasolini,
* COLOURED LINEN JACKETS
Baptist, to his trial before the
cor- a Marxist and an atheist, has de-Bible.
!
* COLOURED LINEN TROUSERS
Pasolini does not allow the rupt priests of Jerusalem, an un- monstrated with imagination and
familiar -faces of Hollywood stars bearable sense of urgency per- sensitivity how to recreate an epi* TOPSIDER SNEAKERS
to blur our identity with the char- meates the film. Wherever Jesus sode from the Bible into a fine
acters. Instead, the hard, suffer- goes the camera, is always there, movie, as well as religious event.
* INDIA MADRAS SHIRTS
ing and unknown faces of Italian recording the moods of the people
peasants and students take on the and of the disciples; skeptical,
* BRITISH POLO SHIRTS
roles in the movie. Jesus is played hopeful, scared, eager and alby a young student, and is char- ways tense as the times themEurope
acterized as a tough and tense selves. Amid all this is Jesus,
Trinity's Closest Complete
activist. Mary's characterization himself, angry, damning, loving,
'68
teaching,
reforming,
but
above
all,
is the anguished role of any simple
Clothing Store
Why not use WHEELS to guide
peasant woman, who has sufferred not the lily white sermonizer that
you to those " i n " and very
a long, hard life, and whose great- Hollywood has made him.
UI'KN MONDAY TIIUiilV.II SA'ITKDAV
special out-of-the-way places?
est agony must yet await her as Pasolini can be gentle when
Travel with Oxford-Cambridge
she" sees-her son tortured' on the he wants to be; as gentle as Mary
guides. Meet student hosts (who
cross. Although none of the char- holding the newborn Jesus. He can
know where the fun is) in each
acters are very substantial or horrify with his own version of
country. A new approach to
complex, the fact that we can see Herod's troops swooping down on
them as real human beings gives Bethlehem to slaughter all the newstudent travel. And it swings I
I-'HIINISIIKH
eumu KI<
Pasolini's interpretation a much bprns. He shows fierce claws when
Interested or curious? Contact:
greater authenticity than those of Christ angrily smashes his way
Student Wheel* Abroad, 555
Ms Hollywood predecessors.
Modison Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022.
wood extravaganza. Crowded pea(212)688-5910.
The movie lacks the gorgeous sant villages and the bleaJc deIMPORTKK
superimposed landscapes and the sert-like terrain of Southern Italy
24 TRUMBULL STREET . HARTFORD . 525-2139
grandiose settings of the Holly- serve as the backdrop, certainly a
Recent paintings and sculpture
of Fine Arts professors Terence
La Noue and Mitchel Pappas are
on view at the Austin Arts Center until April 5. In the works of
these two artists one can see the
extraordinary multiplicity of contemporary art that has been created by the multitude of artistic upheavals of the Twentieth Century,
La Noue's art with its trenchantly physical and profoundly spatial
qualities rests emphatically in the
60's; Pappas' blithe, decorative
images in a wide range of media
reflect a more strictly representative view of life. In such an
exhibit, we are dealing with two
almost irreconcilable currents of

canvas, as its generative muses,
and speaks in visual imagery
that celebrates its objectivity. In the seventeen collagedrawings that round out the show,
the viewer is presented with a
set of peculiarly appealing neodada superficialities that contrast
amusingly with the effectively strident and powerfully solid sculpture. These seven, for the most
part large, pieces demand recognition as objects, and are intended
to involve the viewer with a heightened awareness of his own elemental spatial objectivity.

'Live for Life' Displays
Mastery of Visual Form

Artistic Simplicity Imbues Spirit of Bible
In 'Gospel According to Saint Matthew

f

f
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In Honor of Father's 86th Birthday

^StravinskyTSTConcert Playing Stravinsky
Thomson, Hastings to Conduct
College Orchestra Thursday
Soulima Stravinsky, well-known
pianist and son of Igor Stravinsky,
will appear In concert with the
College Orchestra
under the
direction of Baird Hastings on
Thursday, March 7. Virgil Thomson, Visiting Professor of Music,
will also appear, directing several
Of his own works.
The program will feature Stravinsky and the College Orchestra
performing Igor Stravinsky's Concerto for Piano and Woodwinds"
and Richard Arnell's Cassation."
Thomson will conduct his own
compositions - "Chorale
from
'Louisiana Story'," "Portrait of
Georges Hugnet," and "Fanfare
for France."
Born, at Lausanne, Switzerland,
Stravinsky has studied piano and
composition at the Ecole Norraale
de Musique under such eminent
teachers as Alfred Cortot, Isidore
Phillip, and Nadia Boulanger.
Since his debut at the age of
twenty, Stravinsky's concert engagements have covered most of
the European countries and South
America. In the United States,

where he arrived in 1948, he has
appeared with the major orchestras and given numerous recitals
throughout this country and Canada.
Stravinsky is widely recognized
as one of the foremost interpreters of Mozart and Scarlatti. His
French background, and his familiarity with the great masters of
that country give him equal authority in all matters pertaining to
French music. In addition, he is
also the foremost exponent of the
works of his father, the noted
composer, Igor Stravinsky.
Also well known as a teacher,
Soulima Stravinsky has been a
permanent member of the Music
Faculty at the University of Illinois since 1950. His functions
as a teacher, however, have not
interrupted his activities as a
concert pianist and as a composer.
In the past decade he has toured
Europe several times, as well as
South and North Africa, appearing
with symphony orchestras, in recitals, and on radio and television programs in England, France,1

Baird Hastings
Germany, and many other countries.
Stravinsky is at the College as
part of the Arts Program of the
Association of American Colleges
and in celebration of his father's
86th birthday. During his threeday stay on campus he will attend
classes and talk informally. with
students.

;i Igor Stravinsky

Concerto for Piano and Woodwind
by A. Rand Gordon
Igor Stravinsky may be called orchestra is an outgrowth of Strastudies of the possibilithe Picasso of music. At 86, vinsky's
1
:
he: is•; regarded by 'most as the ties of the piano as 1a solo instruworld's greatest living composer ment. 'Consequently, he wrote the
and one of two or three of the piece using the piano as a permost influential of this century. cussion instrument and augmented
He is important to the present it with an orchestra devoid of all
for the wide range of his talent strings save the double-basses.
and the inquisitiveness of his ex- Timpani were-added to enhance the
percussion section.
perimentation.
While his works appear ln the
•The work is comprised of three
classical forms of ballet opera, movements: 1. tocatta (Allegro)
choral work, orchestral pieces framed by a slow introduction
and music for keyboard, the scores and coda;
2. a Larghissimo;
of Stravinsky reflect some vital and 3. a final Allegro with a coda
evolutions taking place within the based upon the Largo introduction
discipline of music. He is very to the first movement.
much of the 20th century and the
The ultimate effect of the
canon of his* work speaks for him.
In addition to his talent as a Concert for Piano and Woodwinds
composer, Stravinsky also per- is, in the words of Eric Walter
formed as a solo pianist and con- White, "a gradual declension
The whole work is distinguished
ductor of his own works.
at times by an almost barbaric
. He1 began writing colorful ballets fierceness that breaks through the
as early as 1910. His first was crust of the formal structure and
The Firebird" followed in 1911 shows that, despite his newly acby "Petrouchka" and in 1913 by claimed affiliation to the ApollonLe Sacre du Printemps." These ian principle, the old Dionysian
were written for Diagliev in Paris blood still flowed hot inhis veins."
after Stravinsky had left the
The interaction of the orchestra
tutelage ofRimsky-Korsakovinhis
and the solo accounts for this emonative Russia.
From this beginning, he evolved tional response. As mentioned
'o the experimentation and com- above, the piano is used mainly as
position "Threnodies; Lamenta- a percussive voice. It predomlons of the Prophet Jeremiah" ments. In the first, the piano has a
"i 1958, a work written in 12 three-part toccata-like theme,
This technique balanced by a counter theme from
: ^ne technique.
Following this
. called series or dodecaphonic is the orchestra.
a mathematical series composed short-lived stint of individual exSIM t o n e s o r notes each of a pression, the orchestra for the
Different pitch in a given chromatic greater part of the work borrows,
scale arranged in composition in adapts and develops material deProgressions of notes arrayed rived from the tocatta theme of
^cording to permutations and the piano.
Thus the main focus through'-ombinations of, tones in sequence.
out the Concerto is that of conr6 l s a
ss bll t
60n
P ° i t y of 479,001™ different tone rows in1 this trasted treatment of similar material — not the juxtaposition of
configuration.
Along this path of development different themes.
As a total composition, there
g " ° m the ballets of the second
? ca ^ e of the century to this mu- is marked affinity of the speed,
p u r e mathe
fim
m a t i c s in the sound, and texture of the first
stra
tlm
vinsky devoted much and third movements, but in con™e to studies of instrumentation trast, the third gives the imtum,f° r C h e s t r a t l o n - O n e s u c h f o r - pression of disorder when com"we juncture was in 1923-4 when pared to the tight first portion.
„ . com Posed "Concerto for Piano Thus the Concerto is effectively
«o Woodwinds" while on vacation balanced.
'n Biarritz.
In terms of the totality of the
' Th e Concerto for piano and wind career of Igor Stravinsky, the

Concerto marks the beginning, of
his fame as the world!s most r e nowned performer of .the works
of Igor Stravinsky. In. fact, he
held the sole right of performance
of the Concerto for five years.
This phase of his tri-partite
talent was brought to the fore
through the encouragement of
Koussevitzky who had agreed to
first perform the work.
The first performance took place
on May 22, 1924 at a concert devoted entirely to his compositions.
Stravinsky's career as a concert
pianist continued for 15 years from
that date.
Stravinsky was afforded the
opportunity to travel vastly during
his concert tours.
He visited
all of Europe and traveled in
the United States.
But, Stravinsky was a man used
to travelling. He had abandoned
the, practice of law in Russia to
study under Eimsky-Korsakov. In
1910
he was with Diagliev
in Paris.
World War I found
him living and composing in neutral
Switzerland.
After the war, he
returned to Paris.
It is during this period that the
Concerto was composed. His
years of touring followed.
Again ln 1939, war forced Stravinsky to relocate. This time he
came to the United States. In
1945 he was naturalized an American citizen.
As international as Is his life
style, Stravinsky's music reflects
the literary and artistic temper
of the times, Eric Walter White
in his CRITICAL SURVEY OF
STRAVINSKY proposed the many
possible parallels between the poetry of T. S. Eliot and the music
of Stravinsky.
The technique
of both artists, he says,
"depends for its success, not
so much on the public's ability
to recognize the allusions and
to solve a kind of private artistic quiz, as on the artist's
ability to evoke emotion by successfully extracting the objective content of his material."

Soulima Stravinsky
Furthermore, his later experimentation and design behind the
dodecaphonic
music and his
comments concerning electronic
music reflect a pointillist theory
not alien to the theory professed
by thedivisionlst painters Seurat
and Signac. In oil, small dabs of
pure color are applied to the
canvas.
The pigments are not
mixed on the palette and then
applied. But rather, pure color
is juxtaposed with a design upon
the mixing of the pigments inihe

eyes of the beholder to achieve
the desired effect. The picture
takes shape as the viewer participates in the work of art.
So it is with Stravinsky, He '
is not the easiest to listen to.
He demands something of his audience. He seeks that in the ear
of the listener the form of the
music take shape. He supplies the
pure sound. The blending and the
picture appear when you least expect them and with remarkable
clarity and impact,

The Americaimess
Of American Music
Third in a Series of Four Evenings
with

Virgil Thomson
Lecturer- in- Residence
Wednesday at 8:15 P.M. in Goodwin Theatre
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EDITORIAL SECTION
MARCH 5, 1968

Hung-Up
Just now the College is beginning to assess the value of
hindsight. The faculty examined the students' appeals to be
informed. It wasn't an unreasonable request. Consequently, it
was not difficult to pass a motion providing for the publishing
of measures passed by the monthly meetings of the faculty.
Dr. Leavitt's intuitive analysis of the temper of the campus is
to be commended. May it become universal.
Amherst's trustees met in the past week with students to air
questions and to expose themselves to the general feelings of
the campus. Eyen if the sessions proved somewhat frustrating,
a genuine effort was made,and Amherst can be none the worse
for the exposure that was gained.
The problems confronting the College are similar to those
facing Amherst, Georgetown and the University of Hartford.
There is simply no overriding, concept of 'why it is all going
where it is going and why it is going the way it is.'
The answers to this question are as gossamer as the query itself. But one thing is certain. We are not now able to overcome
some simple and fundamental stumbling blocks to the pursuit
of the ultimate goals of the academic community. We cannot as
yet come face-to-face with the real issues.
We are hung-up on petty crises — faults perceived in
hindsight.
Why were decisions of the faculty obscured?—there was no
reason. Why should an administrator feel divorced from the com-"
munity of students? - his is more than a 9-to-5 job one hopes.
By the same token,if there is genuine concern on all parts,
there is no reason for a student to react angrily to a decision
openly arrived at.
If as the case should be, we are all working for the same
goals — these being the education of young men to assume the
responsibility- of making the world a better place in which to
live and providing the individual with the incentive to achieve
and enjoy life — then there can be little .confusion as to the
means to that end.
There are far more important things to talk about than the
need to assess our observations in hindsight. This should be
automatic and accompanied by a correction of the shortcoming.
Unfortunately many actions or non-actions on the campus
seem to stem from instinctual and unreasoned reflexes of secrecy
and mistrust rather than the mutual pursuit of a higher objective.
t
, The TRIPOD urges all members of the community to REAS.. SESS their MOTIVES. Perhaps with the coming of Spring there
will be a flowering of reason made manifest throughout the College.
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After reading Steven Keeney's
article in the 27 February 1968
TRIPOD, it is obvious that Dr.
Jacobs is not only anti-American, but also a suppressor of
rights. Let's face it, he's a pretty terrible guy. How could anyone POSSIBLY object to Communists? Imagine objectingto millions of enslaved people behind
the Iron Curtain, to millions more
behind the Bamboo Curtain. Imagine objecting to the indiscriminate killing of hundreds of thousands for political opposition or
for potential leadership qualities.
Imagine objecting to the incredible experimentation on living human beings .— from unsuccessful
manned space flights to unsuccessful brain transplants. Imagine a wall making prisoners of
a noble people, separating families not for months but forever. Imagine objecting to such
"minor
infractions" as raping
pregnant women, disemboweling
children in front of their helpless parentSj poking out eardrums,
amputating tongues with jackknife,
or other similar horrors. There
is no doubt that anyone objecting
to this is surely anti-American.
Why is it that those who strive
most for equal rights and freedom from slavery would advocate
our withdrawal from Vietnam,
turning over hundreds of thousands to slavery or death. Why is
there such widespread criticism
of President Johnson and his policies while most of the "new left"
consider President Kennedy as the
hero of our times? Any even elementary investigation will reveal
that not only did Johnson inherit
many of his problems from Kennedy, but has also done far more
for civil rights, for open housing,

ACLU Votes
To Aid Draft
Counsellors
In a major policy reversal, the
American Civil Liberties Union
voted Saturday to defend persons
indicted for counselling against
the draft.
•
The decision reversed a previous one made on January 12,
when the A.C.L.U. board of directors voted not to supply the
five Boston defendants, including
Dr. Spock and Yale's Chaplain
William Sloane Coffin, with, defense attorneys. In Saturday's
vote, by a 26-20 margin, the board
specifically decided to supply
Spock with legal and financial aid
in his Boston trials.
John deJ. Pemberton, Jr., executive director of the civil liberties group, stated that the affirmative vote followed an amendment that stated that the organization takes no position in regard to the legality of the war.
The A.C.L.U. has been involved
in deep controversy over this issue ever since the January decision. At that meeting, the board
members felt that the group should
not involve itself with attacks on
President Johnson's Viet Nam policy, which were certain to arise
at the trials.
Protests flowed in from several
local boards following the January vote, notably from the Massachusetts branch, which had already supplied a lawyer to Mitchell Goodman, one of the five
Boston defendants.
Two weeks later, the controversy deepened when the national
board released a position paper
on civil disobedience that said
that the union would not defend
persons who, refused to register
for military service in protest
against the war or the draft.

and for care of the elderly to name a few - than Kennedy
or any other president. It is unfortunate that Johnson is plagued
by a negative press, and even
more unfortunate is his lack of
grandiose
catch phrases and
phrase-writers to assist him in
promoting socially beneficial legislation.
If the radical groups—SDS, for
example—would abandon their
blind, constant criticism, they
might find new significance in
Johnson's work. This criticism is
so unrelenting that they seem oblivious to the fact that Johnson has
done more than any other president for the cause of social improvement and therefore should be
considered the champion rather
than the villain of civil liberty.
As for the SDS itself (more
properly: seriously deluded students), I am unable to bring myself to give them even the slightest support. Why? One of the leaders of the SDS (not at Trinity, by
the way) bragged that this summer,
the Phoenix Mutual "boatbuilding"
will be launched into the Connecticut River, and, amongotherthings,
that the' SDS intends to stir up
VIOLENT discontent in Hartford's
North End. Seeing that he was dead
serious, I was tempted to ask why
they would pick the Phoenix,

an equal opportunity employer.
Why would they seek to destroy
those who try to help the cause
of civil rights? As for the "violent discontent", it's easy to start
riots and foster discontent, but
it is hard work to instill hope,
eradicate slums and create opportunity. Why not plan for a summer
of fruitful energy and assistance
instead of another summer of fruitless violence and fostered hate?
President Jacobs, like President
Johnson, is the recipient of constant unwarrented criticism; i.e.
the unsupported aligning of Jacobs
and "McCarthyism"—an example
of "McCarthyism" at its worst.
The very fact that an article such
as Keeney's could be printed in
a Trinity publication proves that
the freedom fostered by Jacobs is
not purely academic.
ANTHONY CASTAGNO '71

'perspicacity'
TO THE CHAIRMAN:
As a former member of the
Class of 1970, I was overwhelmed by the perspicacity shown by the
Junior Advisor Selection Committee in making next year's choices.
They are certainly to be com
(Continued from Page 5)

McCarthy Campaign
Gathering Momentum
by Ted Lieverman
Steadily, methodically, Senator done last October. In one month
Eugene McCarthy's campaign for we've done all this."
the New Hampshire primary is
Apparently, the Senator is also
gathering strength. In Nashua, the happy with his Nashua staff. He
prevading mopd is one of en- was reportedly very pleased with
thusiasm and quiet optimism. The the response during his visit. McSenator's visit to the city Satur- Carthy spent most of Saturday in
day was favorably received, and town, going through Ward 3 and
among some of the leaders of the down Main Street. He walked cascampaign in Nashua, there is even ually, shaking hands and exchangtalk, in subdued whispers, of vic- ing a few words with smiling cititory.
zens. Some people were standing
Campaign headquarters still has in the cold for 20 minutes to meet
the same confused appearance of McCarthy, according to one staff
last weekend, but underneath the member. The response-was very
mayhem a growing efficient or- friendly: three delighted ladies who
ganization is perceptible. Maps dot work at the Fannie Farmer Candy
the walls, showing Nashua care- Store presented McCarthy with a
fully and exactly divided into areas 3-lb. box of candy.
McCarthy's speech that night
• for canvassing. Saturday, seven
new telephones were installed and was well-received and, by New
volunteers began calling register- Hampshire's standards, well-ated Democrats and Independents, tended. About 700 people filled
the gym; of these, about three
inviting them to the Senator's
speech that night at Bishop Guer- hundred were students and voltin High School. New literature has unteers from across the state.
been printed and thousands of kits The speech predictably concerned
were prepared for the weekend's Vietnam. "The Pope has said,
canvassing. These new pamphlets 'The time has come, in the name
particularly stress domestic i s - of humanity, to stop the killing.'
sues - education, inflation, civil And now we must say the time
rights, crime, ,and care for the has come, in the name of Amerelderly. Volunteer strength has ica and all it stands for, to stop
reached epic proportions; about the killing." McCarthy was still
120 workers flocked to Nashua this the college professor, but now he
weekend. Many of the volunteers was more forceful, more dynamic
were out of school or had taken than he had been only two weeks
the semester, off to campaign. ago in Westport, Connecticut.
After the speech, the Senator
Canvassing still receives more answered questions from the floor.
attention than any other work. A One middle-aged man stood up and
concerted effort is being made to asked just exactly how McCarthy
see every voter in town at least was going to end the war.
Unhesitatingly, the Senator told
once. Most young volunteers are
assigned to this job; now, how- him: we have the power to stop
ever, canvassers are briefed much the war immediately. If we wanted,
more carefully before being un- we could negotiate a coalition govleashed. The results have been ernment between the NLF and the
favorable: one canvasser from New South Vietnamese government anyYork discovered strong hostility time. If Ky or Thieu refused to
to President Johnson in a blue- accept a coalition, we simply start
collar district. He found it easy to withdraw our support. The posto convert discouraged Democrats sibility of an eventual Communist
to McCarthy with the slogan, "If takeover, said the Senator, was a
you can't win the ball game,' get risk well worth taking in view of
a new pitcher." Another volunteer the present bloodshed and in view
talked to an elderly, pro-John- of our enormous problems at home.
son couple for 1/2 hour and perWhen McCarthy was finished,
suaded them to support McCarthy. the volunteers led the audience
in wild applause. Later, at a party,
Jean Wallin, state legislator and the Senator thanked the workers
Nashua campaign manager fully for their exceptional efforts. In
approves of her staff. "It's fan- view of this turnout, he said,
tastic the way this organization's Governor King would have to rebeen built up," she says. "When vise his original estimate that
we opened (January 26), we were McCarthy would not receive more
(Continued on Page 7)
doing- work that should have been
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Ma rat...Sade
by Robert Pippin
The most widespread and the And thus arises what many have
most happily celebrated criticism termed the "moralism" of the
of the New Left now being offered movement; the desperate appeal
is that the movement is "a-ppli- to self
determination in the
tical," that it does not seek a face of self destruction. Like
real answer to questions, it does Marat, we "intervene", we say
not offer real alternatives; that "this and that are wrong" and we
the New Left dosen't even ex- seek to remedy it. But, as in the
pect ever to win. We are told that play, there is no clear determinour rampant "self-justification" ation, no sure course to follow.
will get us nowhere; that what One is merely presented with a
we are supposed to need is a "via- world that has raped any sense
ble", nay even a "meaningful" an- of self-hood and one tries to
swer to problems.
do something about it quite simply
After a weekend of Marat/Sade, because one must.
these questions can perhaps be
We have no "model" because
answered in terms of serious
self-examination; i.e. if the criti- there IS no model. Past intelleccisms are true, if pessimism is so tuals in their presumptuous sysmuch a part of the movement, tem building have always failed.
then why be involved in it at The fact that the Revolution will
all? Sade's interrogation of Marat never occur does not mean that inmust be answered; Marat's argu- volvement is irrelevant; it only
ments must be examined. If the means that the presence of radiNew Left doesn't hope to win cals in a society is continuous;
its revolution, if it believes that necessary; perennial.
over and over again it will be
Explanations for this phenodefeated, then how does it justify menon are easily offered. P e r its actions? Why act at all if your haps it's the cultural reaction
actions will never produce the
enormous shift in power that is
deemed so necessary?
Part of the answer lies in Sade
himself. If not winning your r e volution means that you shouldn't
get involved in it, then his answer
would be appealing. For, as Camus
points out in THE REBEL, "His
(Sade's) merit, which is incontestable, lies in having immediately
demonstrated, with the unhappy
perspicacity of accumulated rage,
the extreme consequences of- r e bellious logic." His is the total
rebellion, the complete denial.
Radicals today, however, do not
accept sheer nihilism. It is not
merely blind fury, not simply anger against a perverse societythat
justifies the radical's involvement.
It is something much
more real, much more existential
than the appeal to indignation.
It is with a qualified Marat that
the radical's sympathies must
lie. The anguish of Marat, unable to answer Sade's questions,
whimpering "why is everything so
confused now," demonstrates part
of the reason for radical's involvement in anything. One simply
cannot be "indifferent," one simply cannot stand by and watch, even
if one knows that one's intervention will probably leave the world
in the same state as it was before. Existential
involvement,
then, not political;^ pessimism,
but not stagnation; despair but
not Sade. And yet Marat knows that
in many respects Sade is right,
that revolutions do often leave the
world no better off than before;
but still Marat, and even more
dramatically, Roux, MUST ACT.

of a generation that has been shown
what "politics" has accomplished;
what the systems of the benevolent Stevensons and Kennedys
have wrought. But whatever the
reason, the fact remains that the
only solution left is to SEEK SOLUTIONS equipped with the simple
Americanism that people are free;
the only "map" for society is
no map, but people; the only strategy is a program of COMMUNITY action, free from the selfrighteousness of the smiling l i beral. Involvement then becomes
justified because not to be involved is to be inhuman; to stand
by and watch your society bludgeoned to death is unthinkable; one
acts because one must; it is as
simple as that. And the radical's
consciousness then becomes his
freedom, as, ever present, a
Jacques Roux among the inmates
of the asylum, he can only scream
among the confusion of the riot,
"when will you learn to see,
when will you learn to take
sides?"

(Continued from Page 4)
mended on the equity and balance
of their selections; that is, if
you consider ten appointees from
TX, six from St. A's, seven from
Crow, and seven from Phi Psi
to be a representative section of
the thirty-eight J. A. ' s chosen from
the sophomore class. It seems
. to be a strange coincidence that
of the nine members of the Selection
Committee, two were
from Crow, two were from TX (a
third was formerly of TX), two
from St. A's and one from Phi
Psi. In short, four fraternities
represented about 78% of the s e lection committee, and 79% of the
new Junior Advisors. This is not
to question the obvious qualifications of the new appointees; it just
seems to be a startling stroke of
chance that Junior Advisor s e l ection potential resides so exclusively in four fraternities. P e r haps they ought to reveal their
secret of success.
One seriously begins to wonder
what criteria (besides fraternity)
were used to choose Junior Advisors. 'One is almost inclined to

surmise that it was an accident
when a potentially effective candidate made his way onto the list.
It almost seems that the Selection
Committee might well be in line
for the Elton Deuce Award for
Travesty of the Year.
One wonders what SDS and CITE
will do about this demonstration
of democracy in action. Maybe we
should strike if the administration refuses to establish a 4-4
committee to be composed of four
members of Phi Psi, St. A's, TX,
and Crow and four other students...
not members of the in-crowd...to
make decisions regarding Junior Advisor Selection priorities.
I am reminded of what Ralph
Waldo Emerson once said, "And
what is a weed? A plant whose
virtues have not been discovered."
At first glance, the new Junior
Advisors seem to be composed of
a number of weeds, but then, we
may not nave discovered their virtues.
RICHARD BEHN '69

"There will come a time when the

Marat/
Sade
thanks

the
John Tirkot
Company
musical instruments
474 New Park Ave.

American people will rise up and
: revolt

against the

law.breaker in this
country."
Lyndon

Baines Johnson
Nov. 3, 7967
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RPI-Trinity...

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY

Placement

(Continued from Page 1)

that the RPI-Trinity integrated
program offers an unusually timeAgency - Senate Room
ly combination of the best in lib- WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6
eral arts education plus a strong, M & M Transportation Company Shipbuilding firm in Baltimore
forward-looking program of pro- Conference" Room
area is interested in hiring Trinity
fessional study in engineering," Firestone Tire and Rubber Comstudents this summer. Those in**e said.
terested should see Mr. Butler.
pany - Card Room
"The upper level courses •will THURSDAY, MARCH 7
Mr. Chalcraft, Personnel Manabe given at both places," saidNye, Meriden Public Schools - Elton
ger will interview for summer jobs
"So that the work can be offered Lounge
with the Good Humor Corporation
by the : best, available specialists FRIDAY, MARCH 8
at the two schools." At present, US Dept. of Interior, Teacher Re- in the Senate Room, Interested perhe added, the College is not In a cruitment - Office - Elton Lounge sons should sign up in the Placement Office.
Executive
Search
position to offer a Masters of En- Reynolds
gineering degree.
Nye explained that no change in
sss^s&sa&s*:^^
residence
will
be required
throughout the five-year, integrated program. The College, he
said, will award a general Bachelor of Science degree at the end of
four years of work, and RPI tins
Master of Engineering on completion of the five-year course.
Recently there has been considerable evidence of disregard
"Since.the first three years of
toward the cleanliness of the campus, i.e. litter. The melting
the professional degree program
of snow has revealed a revolting amount of litter throughout the
includes
essentially the same
broad base of education in encampus. Strolling down the Long Walk last Sunday one found
gineering, science, and liberal arts
oneself wading through cans, bottles, and even a few discarded
as the four-year major, the young decks of cards — flagrant examples of thoughtlessness and inman who is undecided as to his consideration on the part of some members of the student body.
option need not make his decision
In this regard, particular mention should be made- of certain
until his third year," noted Nye.
The new program will not r e - residents) of the Seabury dormitory who all year have demonplace, but will be In addition to strated a distinctive poverty of intellect.
From their windows have poured a variety of items including
the present engineering program.
The present program, said Nye,
a half-eaten turkey, eggs, a large can of fruit, a chair, and their
leads to a second Bachelors derecent preoccupation seems to be with smashing bottles on the
gree. "The new program will call
walk below. Besides being unsightly the glass from these botfor somewhat more advanced work
tles is a hazard and there is absolutely no excuse for this hapin the fifth year," he pointed out.
The masters degree, he added, pening.
Those who have contributed to the litter on the campus should
is more viable and commands more
realize the effect that it has and in the future take some pride
money.
Nye noted that the trend today in their College.
in engineering education is toward
pa id for b y : Advocates of a Cleaner Campus '71
the abandonment of the bachelors
degree as the first and its replacement with the masters degree. §
The bachelors degree is becoming
obsolete, he added.

'Half-Eaten Turkey'

|

PRIDE

|

SPORT JACKETS
• Special This Week
• One Day Service

49$

• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring
Icraemenr Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

HILTON HOTEL
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Hair Stylist anil Razor
Cutting for men
6 Barbers, 2 Manicurists
Porter
247-8386
249-5611

ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford
Phone 247-0234
"Call
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1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135
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McCarthy...

out of 10 times." The successfulness of McCarthy's style is
perhaps attested to by the fact
(Continued from Page 4)
that in 1964, he was re-elected
than 15% of the vote.
to the Senate by the largest plurOne of the most optimistic Mc- ality ever given a Democratic
Carthy men is Nashua's Demo- candidate in his state's history.
cratic city chairman, Joseph WhelNashua is New Hampshire's s e ton. Known as the, William Buck- cond largest city, and if it is any
ley of the Left Wing, Whelton indication of the state's feelings,
claims that victory is quite pos- then perhaps McCarthy can indeed
sible - "victory" meaning 30% of claim a 30% victory. He's still a
the vote in hawkish, conservative long shot, but through his growNew Hampshire. Although New ing, eager staff of volunteers, McHampshire is not a politically Carthy is continuously decreaspowerful state normally, the pri- ing President Johnson's projected
mary carries special weight be- lead. The test is March 12.
*
*
*
cause it's the first, and the entire nation is watching. Residents
Students are needed to work
of the state realize and relish .for Senator McCarthy in the Contheir position; they enjoy espec- necticut primary, David Chanin
ially pulling off surprises like announced last weekend. Presumthe unexpected Lodge victory in ing that petitioning for a primary
1964. What could be a bigger sur- is successful, the campaign will
prise than a McCarthy victory? last from March 19 to April 9.
Another factor in.the Senator's Workers will canvass door-tofavor, says Whelton, is the can- door, run the downtown office,
didate's own sense of political and organize neighborhood supshrewdness. While opponents may port.
Chanin emphasized that.a viccall the McCarthy campaign listless, amateurish, Whelton sees it tory for McCarthy in Connecticut
as a carefully calculated strategy. would have important implications,
The object is to steadily climb since Hartford is the home of
uphill without peaking too early; Democratic National Chairman
this is McCarthy's strong point. John Bailey. He urged any interOne St. Paul reporter called his ested students to give up part
timing fantastic. "He's, not right of their vacation to work here in
9 out of 10 times; he's right 10 Hartford.

Cardinals Bomb Trin
In Season Final, 99-82
Trinity rarely finds Wesleyan
to be an accommodating host when
it tackles the red hoopsters. Last
Wednesday was no exception as the
Cardinals smothered its guests
99-82 before a sparse crowd
in Middletown's Alumni Field
House.
With this setback, Trinity finished a disappointing 3-17 season
while Wesleyan boosted itself to the
.500 level at 8-8.
The Hilltoppers waited until four
and a half minutes had elapsed
before finding the range from the
floor. By this time Wesleyan had
roared out to an impregnable 132 margin.
Then the Cardinals found little
difficulty in matching the Trinity output for the remainder of
the half and thereby enjoyed a 4632 intermission bulge.
Ron Reisner provided the early
Wes impetus by pouring in 14 of
his game total of 18 tallies in
the opening twenty minutes.
Fran Spadela took up the scor-

Coach Shults does have some
ing burden in the concluding half
fine prospects coming up from
when Reisner cooled off, Spadola
team. Coupled
finished with 20 markers to pace a 14-2 frosh
with the addition of 6'S" transthe Wesmen.
Sophomore Pete DePrez again fer Joe Pantalone from UConn, a
headed the Bantam point production big improvement should be anticiwith 23 while hardworking senior, pated. The extent of Future BanJim Stuhlman, followed with 15. tam success, however, will hinge
In assessing this disastrous on the replacement of the 6'4"
year, one has to reflect back on Stuhlman whose play was a big
the loss of Captain Bob Gutzman highlight in an otherwise dreary
at the outset of the campaign. series of struggles.
As if this misfortune was not
enough, junior Larry Dupont soon
joined him on the bench with a similar injury - cartilege disunity.
Without these two experienced forwards, Coach Robie Shults had
little depth to equally battle the
opponents' front lines.
, The cohesive quality of the squad
received a final jolt in the iniFebruary 13: Trinity Frosh 109tial Coast Guard debacle when
the quintet somehow blew a 17- Wesleyan Frosh 90.
February 28: Trinity Frosh 46point second half cushion.
From then on, it was downhill Wesleyan Frosh 69???
What happened? After scoring
except for a couple of outstanding
individual performances by De- their highest point total of the
Prez in the first Wesleyan game season against arch-rival Weswhen he tallied 36 points and leyan in the early show-down, the
by Stuhlman when he destroyed Un- Frosh managed to score their
(Continued from Page 8)
ion with 26 markers and 19 r e - lowest, in losingtheir second game
of the year against fourteen wins.
teams. Each squad fields its two bounds.
best fencers in each of the three
Coach Joe Wilson gave a parBowing out with Stuhlman are
weapons, foil, epee, and sabre, guards Sam Elkln, Ted Ziliner, tial explanation in stating, "Wesand each of these men clash with . and Bob Heingartner as well as leyan played great defense and we
the other men in their weapon. Eric Middieton and Jim Payne from, had to take many forced shots."
This means a long hard day of the forward positions.
In addition, the Baby Bantams could
not make their press work and gave
competition starting at 10:00 in
Wesleyan
many inside layups.
the morning and ending at 10:00
Trinity could not seem to get
that evening.
the
game Intact and utilize
Co-Captain Ken Button and John
(Continued from Page 8)
their two major weapons; layups
Gaston
combined for a 20-12
moments, as the medley relay by Howie Greenblatt and outside
record in epee as Ken lost only
team, swimming its first 400- shots by Tom Sasali. Wesleyan's
three bouts and placed second
yard relay college distances of great defense is borne out by the
overall in the dueling sword. Ken
the year, won narrowly. Chris fact that Sasali had his lowest point
found himself in a first place
Knight came within .6 seconds of total of the year, only eight. Greentie with Tom Stafurik of M.I.T.
Sophomore Phil Davis's 200-yard blatt was the only effective p e r but in the ensuing fence-off Ken
breaststroke record, with a time former for Trinity, netting 16.
was defeated.
Joe Wilson cited several major
Sabre was the disappointing wea- of 2:37.8.
But the meet's highlight was factors for his team's 14-2 s e a pon for the visiting hopefuls as
Co-Captain Emil Angelica and Godsall's swimming. Openingwlth son. "This team formed into a good
his fastest 200-yard individual unit, they molded themselves into
Colin Kaufmann had poor showmedley of the year, 2:18.7, he a team of great desire, with one
ings on the strip, collecting only
was two seconds ,off the fresh- goal in mind: to win," In parti17 bouts while losing 15.
Wilson praised Ron
M.I.T. collected three of the man record, and unfortunately one cular,
possible six individual trophies off the Wesleyan swimmer. On- Nussbaum for U s fine rebounding,
while Trinity, Brandeis and Dart- ly one event later, swimming the Tom Sasali for his offense, and
mouth split the remainder. Trin- 200-yard fly for the first time Howie Greenblatt. "Our offense
ity's chances for next season ride this year, he set the freshman moves when Howie is hot." Wilwith a very young squad. There record, with a winning time of son also felt that all nine of his
will be no seniors with many spots 2:28.5. With another one event players had excellent chances of
vacant due to the four graduating rest, he tore into the 200-yard . making the varsity next year.
This year's 14-2 team is the
seniors. Ray Visidl and Joel backstroke for another freshman
Greenspan
were elected Co- record, getting nosed out with second best in the school's h i s a time of 2 : 26.5.
tory, topped only by the undefeated
Captains for the '68-!69 club.
15-0 record of the 1962 team.

Frosh Fail
Final Test,
Finish 14-2

Fencing...

Swimming...

All You Need Is Love
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The engagement ring you choose says so much about
your love . . . a n d should it be a Keepsake, the
word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured), Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

if she doesn't give it to you...

Car Buffs do it!

—get it yourself!

JADE EAST

REGISTERED
DIAMOND RINGS

B E U I H $ 6 2 5 . ALSO $ 2 5 0 . TO 2 1 0 0 . WEDDINO PINO 100.
PRICES FROM * t O O . TO $ 5 0 0 0 . RINGS ENUHGBD TO SHOW BEAUTY OF DETAIL,
• TRADE-MARK REG. A. H. POND COMPANY, INC., ESTABLISHED 1 8 0 2

HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

1

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

Name
Addmss
CltvState_

AFTER SHAVE from $2.50
COLOGNE from $3.00
SWANK Ino.-Sole Distributor

:

-Zip-

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201

As an alternate fragrance, try Jade East CORAL or Jade East GOLDEN LIME

=JS

A PRODUCT OF M I M COMPANY, INC., NORTHVAlf, N-1- l'7fi I?
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SQUASH SQUADS GUT WESLEY AN
Then Racquets Oversleep;
Miss 1st Round in Nationals
by Chuck Wright

TRINITY'S GEORGE CRILE (left) warms up for the nationals,
in a match against Amherst. The Raquetmen lost this one, 9-0,
but demolished Wesleyan, 6-3, before oversleeping in the Nationals.
(Rose Photo)

Top Lafayette...

Puckmen Win, 8-3
The Bantam icemen brought club still played some fine hockey
their season to a 5-3 mark F r i - against tough competition and finday, night with an 8-3 win over ished their season on the winning
side with five victories and only
Lafayette College.
Seniors John Mitchell and Tony three losses.
Bryant both made the last game
of their college careers one of
their best. Mitchell, a defenseman, had two assists from the
point and Bryant, a right wing,
had two goals, to secure his highscoring title for the season.
But by far the most encouraging aspect of the game was the
quality and scoring power displayed by the third line. SheldAfter bumping past Tufts with a
on Crosby scored the game's first Phil Davis-Howie Schaffer slam
goal and his wings Pete Lawrence victory in the breaststroke last
and Steve Hamilton had one goal Tuesday,
the varsity tankmen
and one assist respectively.
boiled in the' warm wake of rival
In . the first period Crosby's Wesleyan 53-40, in Trowbridge
goal was joined by tallies off Pond Friday. In completing a spirthe sticks of Bryant, second line itless season with a 4-6 win-loss
center
Henry Barkhausen, and, record, the Bantams prepare to
Henry's left wing Frank Stowell. enter the New England ChampionThe first period score read 4-1 ships at Springfield this weekend.
in the Bantams' favor as goalie
Curiously, the two events,TrinSteve Rorke allowed only one La- ity Is defending champion in: the
fayette
500-yard freestyle and the- 400yard freestyle relay will not even
Rookie Cliff McFeely, filling receive' Bantam entries. Hilltop
in for newly elected Captain Kirk hopes lie, instead, with Captain
Marckwald, who was unable to at- Bill Bacon in the sprints; and
tend the game,' was the only Ban- backstroke events and Mike Wright
tam scorer in, the second period in the sprints.
, In.Friday's finale with 9-1 Wes,
and Lafayette matched it with their
1
second and last tally of the game. the well-balanced Cards slammed
..- With the score reading 5-3 at the four events while Trin snatched
start of the third period, the first-second honors in three races.
Bantam set off with double figures Each club grabbed a relay. Bain mind and blitzed Lafayette with con was the only Trinity double
three goals contributed by Tony winner with victories in the' 50-,
Bryant, his second, Pete Law- 100-yard freestyle and a leg of
rence, and Henry Barkhausen, his the winning freestyle relay .
second. But because the LafayMeanwhile, the freshman swimette captain had requested to play ming team, despite a superb efonly one 20-minute-stop period fort by Ward Godsall, lost to a
and two 15-stop instead of the superior
Wesleyan team last
usual three 20-stop, the third per- Thursday, to close their season
iod ended ..before the Bantams with a balanced 5-5 record. The
could put through' those final two dynamic Cardinal frosh were'just
coveted, goals. •
too good for the Baby Bantams,
Thus under, the helm of volun- and had the meet won two. events
teer coach Bay Batson and with before the end, to take it 52-43,
The Aqua-frosh did have their
the injury of Captain Sandy Tilney
at mid-season the Bantam hockey
(Continued on Page 7)

Swimmers
Under For
Last Time

The varsity squash team will streak to six as they defeated
never go back to the Charter House Wesleyan 6-3 and Williston 9-0
Motel. Due to faulty phones in last week to finish the season
the motel, the four representa- with a fine 7-3 season,
tives of Trinity at the Nationals
The Wesleyan match was one of
arrived at the tournament late the biggies. In the early season
and ironically had to be defaulted encounter between the two squads,
by Coach Roy Dath who was run- the Hilltoppers lost the first four
ning the tournament. Thus a fair- individual matches but hung on to
ly successful season ended on a win the last five.
sour note.
Nick Booth, playing number two,
George Crlle, Peter Wiles, Mike soundly defeated his Wes opponent
Beautyman, and Bob Harrity drove by playing his best match of the
up to the National at M.I.T. on season, Dave Casey broke through
Thursday night to prepare them- at the number four spot, so the
selves for the first round the Bantams were able to win two
following morning. Coach Dath of the first four matches and
was unable to reach the boys at victory seemed assured.
the motel first because the clerk
But Phil Khoury had an unexdid not think they had checked
in, and then because the phones pected loss at the nine spot, and
were out of order. The first the overall score was 4-3 in Trinround default meant that all four ity's favor. Gary Sheehan won
however,
were automatically in the consola- the pivotal match 3-1,
despite some "trying'1 moments.
tion round.
All four players got byes in the Other winners in the match were
first round of the consolation Dick Price, Peter Miller, and
round. In the second round Harri- Dave;Brooks.
ty and Beautyman lost tough de, The Williston match was no concisions. Crile and Wilesadvanced test at all, as the Bantams comto the quarter-finals.
pletely dominated every court.
Pete Wiles played his best
The 7-3 record posted by this
squash of the year to beat the year's team is a shade better
number three player from M.I.T. than the 8-4 record by the freshThis player had never lost a match men a year ago, both squads coachto a Trinity player (that Includes ed by Mike Moonves. CaptainSpenvictories over Malcolm Hayward- cer Knapp echoes, the sentiments
and Wiles), but Wiles beat him 3-0. of the rest of the team when he
In the quarter-finals, Crile lost says that Coach Moonves instills
to the number tour man from tremendous enthusiasm and spirit.
Harvard, and Wiles lost to the
number four man from Princeton.
Earlier in the week, the Bantams defeated Wesleyan" 6-3 in
a match that was not even as close
as it sounds. Trinity had control
of the courts throughout. The
victory, however, gave Trinity
complete dominance over Wesleyan this year in squash. Both
the freshman and varsity squads
beat them twice.
. . •
• The 7-8 record compiled by
the team shows the gradual climb
back into respectability. The schedule itself is one of. the roughest
in the country, and Trinity needs
excellent players to keep up with
this opposition. With the hard core
of sophomores and the 7-3'freshmen, next year might bring- even
more improvement.
Meanwhile, the Trinity College
squash tournament is in its final
stages. George Crile and Pete
Wiles will play in the finals sometime this week, -

hrosh...
Coach Mike Moonves1 freshman
squash team ran their winning

Need

Extra

Income?

Flexible hours now available
for full or . part time work
from two to seven hour shifts
day or nights. Youc a n arrange hours so as' not to
interfere withyourobligations
lo arrange an interview cali:
y l c e Cream Shop
Farmington Ave
West Hartford, Conn.'
521-5651

Players like Bruce Mahaffey
(number 3), Dave Casey (4), Dick
Price (0), and Phil Khoury (9)
had never played squash before
they came to Trinity. A combination of natural skill, hard work,
and Moonves helped make this
Inexperienced team a formidable
opponent.
,

Trin F oiled \
In Tourney
This season's New England Intercollegiate Fencing' Championship hosts, M.I.T. walked off with
the tournament, crushing the Trinity squad's Mopes of regaining the
trophy this Saturday.
The Bantams placed second,
picking up fl8 points to the Engineers very strong 75, while
Brandels and Dartmouth finished
third and fourth
respectively,
M.I.T. now holds a six to five
edge over the hilltop club in the
16 years that the competition has
taken place.
Bant foilers Stu Hamilton and
Ray Vasidi had respectable after-,
noons compiling' a 21-11 record
with Stu losing only three of Ms
16 bouts, The competition was
very strong this year as nine
colleges
sent
representative
: (Continued on Page 7)

Junior Year
e

in

New York
Three undergraduate colleges offer students
from all parts of the country an opportunity
to broaden their educational experience
by spending their
Junior Year in New York

New York University is an integral part of
the exciting metropolitan community of
New York City—the business, cultural,
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly
enrich both the academic program and the
experience of living at New York University
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.
Courses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education

Washington Square College of Arts
and Science
Write for brochure to Director, junior Year
in New York

NEW YORK U N I V E R S I T Y
New York, N.Y. 10003

